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Part A (Short Answer Questions)

Answer any eight questions.

Weight I each.

1. Prove that logr is a harmonic function.

2. Show that Poisson integral is a linear functional.

3. Find the Laurent series expansion of /(z) : ih about the point z : 1.

4. Find the poles of #, and the corresponding singular parts.

5. Prove that l(z + 1) : zl(z).

6. Prove that the zeta function can be extended to a meromorphic function in the whole plane whose

only pole is a simple pole at s-l withresidue 1.

7. prove rhar {(s): }r(r - s)a.*(i)p(iX(") is entire.

8. What do you mean by the trivial zeros of the Riemann zeta function?

9. Define the Riemann mapping.

10. Define a free boundary arc. Give an example.

(8x'l=8 weightage)

Part B (Short Essay/Problems)

Answer any six quesflons"

Weight 2 each.
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i1. Let 52 be a symmetric region. Prove that u(z) ancl u(Z) are simultaneously hannonic in (f,' Also

prove that f (z) and /(?)are simultaneously analf iic in f)'

12. prove that a continuou,s ftmction U(r) , which sati.sfies the mean value properfv is ne cessori$'

harunonic.

13. Prove that the infrnite product UI (f I an) wita (1 a an) f 0 converges simultaneously with the

series Eilog(l a an) whose terms represent tlre values of the principal branch of the logarithm'

14. State and prove Poisson-Jensen's formula'

15. State and prove (t characterisatian theorem.fbr afamily I offunctions to be normql'

16. If afamity.%of continttousfttnctions w*ilht,(tiues in a metric space S is eqtricontinuous o/1€v*erl

compact subsets of Q ancl.for any z € f,),.f €if , fue vahtes f (z) lie in a compact subset o.f S' then

prove that ,$ is normal in 9-

17 . prove that any two bases of the period mod,rle are connectecl by a unimodular transformation.

1B Define the ( - function. Prove that ((z) =' + +t(;+ + L + *)" 7+o\z-u) u u'
(6x2=12 weightage)

Part C (trssay TYPe Questions)

Ansr4r,ii' any two quesfions.

Weight 5 each.

19. Derive any four properties of subharmonic functions'

20. (i) Derive the Taylor series for an analytic functiorr f (z) in a region O contatning the point z6'

(ii) State and prove Weirstrass's theorenr for the convergence of a sequence of analytic functions

(iii) State and prove Hurwitz theorem.

21. (i) Prove that the Riemann Zeta functiorr is analytic in the half plane 'Be s > 1'

(ii) Prove that for o ) L, ((r) : Il (+)-'
pturrlr1n'Le

(iii) Prove that for o ) L, ((r) : * f* fia*.
22. prove thatlg/(z)\2 :4lfr|)1' - g;fr|) - gu, where S2 and !3 arc constants'

(2x5=10 weightage)
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